
Editorials

Purchasing silence

A version of the Hippocratic oath used by many medical schools

includes the statements: ‘I will respect the hard-won scientific

gains of those physicians in whose steps I walk, and gladly share

such knowledge as is mine with those who are to follow’ and

‘I will apply, for the benefit of the sick, all measures, which are

required’ [1]. Fortunately, there are ‘hard-won scientific gains’ in

oncology. Understanding that prostate cancer remains stimu-

lated by androgens in castrate men led to development of abira-

terone and enzalutamide, and studies of interactions between T

cells and tumour cells led to development of immune checkpoint

inhibitors such as pembrolizumab and nivolumab. These drugs

and others can improve survival and its quality. Here, we argue

that ‘to apply, for the benefit of the sick, all measures that are

required’ requires initiatives to ensure that clinically important

drugs be available at affordable prices. The high cost of drugs

makes it difficult in developed countries and often impossible in

lower and middle-income countries for patients to receive them.

While company scientists make some scientific discoveries that

lead to development of new drugs, much preclinical research is

funded by grants from agencies supported by governments or

charities [2]. For example, initial development of abiraterone took

place in the Institute of Cancer Research, UK in the early 1990s,

with funds from the Cancer Research Campaign and Medical

Research Council [3], while Sawyers et al., funded in part by the

Prostate Cancer Foundation and the United States (US) National

institutes of Health and Department of Defence, developed enzalu-

tamide [4]. Research showing that inhibition of the PD-1/PD-L1

pathway could lead to antitumour responses was undertaken in

several laboratories, but prominently in Kyoto and the Mayo

Clinic, supported by publicly funded research grants [5, 6].

Development of the above drugs depended on their being li-

censed to companies that undertook the necessary clinical trials

to bring them to market. Estimates of the cost to companies to

develop a new anticancer drug are variable, with a recent median

estimate of US$648 million (adjusted for inflation to 2017 and in-

cluding costs associated with ‘failed drugs’) [7]. The price of new

anticancer drugs in the USA exceeds typically $10 000 per month,

and while national health plans can bargain for lower prices in

Europe, typically negotiations over months to years are required

to reach agreement to make the drugs publically available. The

high price of new drugs means that many patients have no or re-

stricted availability, or can afford only a suboptimal schedule of

treatment [8, 9].

Price bears no relationship to costs of development and manu-

facture, the drug’s effectiveness, or the extent to which public

funds were used in its development; price is set to maximize

profit [10–12]. The median revenue gained after marketing

approval is high compared with the cost of research and

development, and the profit margin of the pharmaceutical indus-

try is substantially higher than for most other industries [13].

Occasional groups of physicians have lobbied successfully against

inappropriate pricing [14] but, in general, doctors have failed to

mount an effective lobby to ensure that drugs are marketed at a

price that renders them available to all patients who might bene-

fit. Possible reasons include lack of doctors’ expertise and enthu-

siasm for lobbying and lack of their professional organizations

seeing this as their major purview. For example, the American

Society of Clinical oncology (ASCO) position statement address-

ing the affordability of cancer drugs does not mention public or

professional pressure on the pharmaceutical industry as a mecha-

nism to influence prices [15]. Why is this? Herein we suggest that

the pharmaceutical industry is highly effective in purchasing the

silence of doctors.

Most journals have conflict of interest (COI) guidelines that re-

quire authors to disclose financial relationships with pharmaceu-

tical companies. To evaluate the frequency at which this occurs,

we reviewed disclosures for the 427 authors of 22 reports of phase

III clinical trials published in the New England Journal of

Medicine in the last 3 months of 2017. Among the 314 authors of

these articles, who were not employees of the sponsor, 56%

reported personal payments from the sponsor for consulting, lec-

tures, or as members of advisory boards, and a further 16% dis-

closed other benefits, unrelated to the reported trial, including

grants and travel to meetings. Other reports of potential financial

COI are in broad agreement [16, 17]. In addition, and more con-

cerning, is the marketing budget of pharmaceutical companies

directed at physicians not involved in drug development and au-

thorship, often disguised as payments for ‘consulting’. While

consultation with a few expert physicians may be helpful to com-

panies, many ‘advisory boards’ are not set up to seek advice but

to ‘advertise’, to ensure that prescribing physicians become aware

of the company’s product(s). Thereby, the receipt of personal

payments from companies, although relatively small in amount,

may provide a de facto barrier to physicians criticizing the com-

pany: it becomes difficult for them to ‘to apply, for the benefit of

the sick, all measures that are required’, including advocacy that

effective drugs be available to all who might benefit from them at

affordable prices.

The development and marketing of new drugs for profit is not

likely to change, but the ethical and societal responsibility of large

pharmaceutical firms may be more malleable. Unfortunately, pa-

tient advocacy groups have been relatively silent about drug pri-

ces, lobbying mostly government agencies to ensure drug access

regardless of cost. However, doctors can and should have a strong

voice in lobbying on behalf of their patients. There is acceptance

of restrictions on receipt of gifts and entertainment from indus-

try, and of more transparent relationships between companies
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and physicians, including declarations of potential COI as a re-

quirement for publication or presentation. Declaring potential

COI does not necessarily prevent or decrease it [18, 19] and fur-

ther steps are necessary. Some physicians do not accept personal

payments from companies, and some institutions mandate that

their physicians not receive personal payments from industry;

other academic institutions should be challenged to follow suit

[18]. Organizations such as ESMO and ASCO should develop

schedules that will require both the organizations and their mem-

bers to move to financial independence; this would enable them

to extend their lobbying of both industry and government for

availability of effective treatments at affordable prices, as well as

developing independent pharmaco-economic analyses for rea-

sonable pricing. A system that seeks to maximize profit to the det-

riment of the public despite the public origin of many scientific

grants is unethical. While doctors, their institutions and their so-

cieties must work with pharmaceutical companies to stimulate

the conduct of clinical trials that lead to continuing improve-

ments in therapy, it is not easy for them to name and shame a

company for extortionate pricing when they are accepting the

company’s silver.
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RET-fusions: a novel paradigm in colorectal

cancer

The development of deep sequencing assays has allowed the iden-

tification of new oncogenic alterations in solid tumours. In the

last decades, multiples gene fusions produced by chromosomal

rearrangements have been described, although few of them are

clinically relevant [1]. Gene fusions resulting in kinase activation

lead to an increased activity in downstream signalling pathways

promoting tumour growth and cell survival. Moreover, these kin-

ases represent potential targets for drug development. Kinase

fusions involving ALK, ROS1, RET, NTRK1/2/3, FGFR1/2/3,

BRAF, CRAF and PRKCA/B have been identified in different tu-

mour types, although frequency and distribution differ between

them [2].

In colorectal cancer (CRC) gene rearrangements have been de-

scribed in<1% of cases [2, 3]. As observed in other tumour types

[4], these gene alterations define a subtype of CRC characterised
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